This issue briefing highlights the increasing use by development finance institutions of financial intermediaries to channel their funding. It identifies features of this lending and the implications for affected communities’ access to land and resources. It also provides recommendations for addressing concerns related to these investments.

THE RISE OF FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES

The last ten years have seen a surge in the use of a new model of lending by institutions that fund development. This model departs from the direct financing of projects or programmes in developing countries. Instead, funds are channelled through financial intermediaries (FIs), such as private equity funds, banks, or credit agencies.

FI lending is becoming common across all sectors, including climate finance, infrastructure development, and even basic services like healthcare and education. For example, the International Finance Corporation (IFC) has invested $20m equity in the $100m Asia Water Fund. This has fuelled controversy surrounding the World Bank’s support for private sector involvement in water. A recent study of 350 private equity funds backing infrastructure in developing countries found that 125 had received development finance support from FIs.

In 2011, over half of the overall portfolio of the International Finance Corporation (a member of the World Bank Group) was made up of lending to FIs. The European Investment Bank has doubled its use of this model over the last ten years, so that it now accounts for nearly 40 per cent of lending. Development finance institutions (DFIs) promote the role of FIs in helping to reach small businesses. Indeed, in developing economies, there is a gap to be filled: access to financial services and private finance plays a critical role in economic and social development, but is often sorely lacking.

However, questions are being asked about whether this new model of lending is achieving the desired result of environmentally sustainable pro-poor development. FI-funded activities that impact negatively upon the rights of people living in poverty concerning land and resources are of particular concern.
**WHAT IS A DEVELOPMENT FINANCE INSTITUTION?**

DFIs, unlike private banks, are guided by both the need to generate profit for their stakeholders and public policy objectives. The IFC, in common with other DFIs, has an explicit poverty reduction mandate. The IFC’s Performance Standards, which provide environmental and social safeguards, act as a benchmark for many other DFIs, including the Dutch FMO and the UK’s CDC.

**TABLE 1: EXAMPLES OF DFIS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bilateral DFIs</th>
<th>Regional DFIs</th>
<th>Multilateral DFIs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK: CDC Group plc</td>
<td>Asian Development Bank (ADB)</td>
<td>International Finance Corporation (IFC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France: Proparco</td>
<td>Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)</td>
<td>Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands: Netherlands Development Finance Company (FMO)</td>
<td>African Development Bank (AfDB)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany: Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft mbH (DEG)</td>
<td>European Investment Bank (EIB)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden: Swefund</td>
<td>European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway: Norfund</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US: Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan: Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada: Export Development Canada (EDC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain: Compañía Española de Financiación del Desarrollo (COFIDES)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PROBLEMS OF DFI LENDING TO FIs**

DFI lending to FIs is handled quite differently from lending directly to a project. Differences in change models, transparency, results sought and achieved, and defining and managing risks are significant. And yet, many activities funded through FIs mirror those funded via DFI direct investment – including extractive industry projects, commercial forestry plantations, dams or power plants and agribusiness. Among these are investments that can significantly impact local communities.

It is striking that the only two complaints relating to IFC FI lending taken to the IFC’s redress and compliance mechanism, the Complaints Advisor Ombudsman (CAO), both involve land disputes. One case is that of a tree plantation project in Uganda, to which Oxfam and the Uganda Land Alliance are co-signatories with the affected communities; the other is the GKEL coal mine in India (see Box 1).

---

**Isolating the project information from [the] public eye creates more havoc than solution, because there are no strong disclosure and safeguards standards that the company is bound to follow. It then spares the company from accountability.**

Vijayan MJ of civil society organization Delhi Forum, one of the co-complainants in the GKEL case.

**Are these the types of information the IFC does not want to share with us and the greater public because it will jeopardize the interest of its client? Will the World Bank Group remain mum to safeguard its borrower? What about the real dangers we now face?**

Bhakta Bandhu Behara, a project-affected person from Manibeda village, India.
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The problems associated with DFIs lending to FIs are investments. IFC's social and environmental standards are being met in FI published in the summer of 2012. It will focus on whether the about the institution's use of FIs. The review is due to be proper consultation procedures for land acquisition were not adhered to, and that violence and intimidation accompanied the project. The complainants tried for months to find out even the most basic information about the project and its backers. They say that, by protecting FIs from scrutiny and permitting high levels of secrecy, the IFC is having a harmful impact. The IFC's presence in this deal also appears not to have improved transparency, accountability, safeguards, or benefits for affected communities. Even leaving aside the serious impacts of the GKEL project on the local community and environment, it is difficult to see the economic value of this project.8

It is not clear how providing finance for large-scale carbon-intensive power projects in India, where big industrial projects have relatively good access to commercial finance, fulfils the purpose of bringing additional finance to the small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) sector, or to projects with particular potential for pro-poor impact. This is especially relevant in Odisha, which has the lowest per capita access to energy of any state in India, and where this kind of project will not address the issues of connectivity and last-mile delivery that could really help the rural poor gain access to energy.

In 2011, the CAO announced a review of the IFC’s financial sector investments. This was in response to rising concerns about the institution’s use of FIs. The review is due to be published in the summer of 2012. It will focus on whether the IFC’s social and environmental standards are being met in FI investments.

The problems associated with DFIs lending to FIs are summarized below.

Failure of DFIs to leverage positive change

DFIs could do much better at using their financial and reputational influence to ensure better results, as US Attorney John Crutcher explains:

‘A DFI can use its power as an ‘anchor investor’ to specify the types of activities and measures that would best contribute to positive change and avoid harm. However, DFIs often fail to make the most of this power. Once funds have been disbursed to the FI, the DFI’s influence tends to be reduced significantly.’ 9

This point is especially important because DFIs say their investment attracts other private investors who value their credibility and knowledge.

Conflicting priorities

DFIs and FIs often have different objectives. FIs make profit-motivated investment decisions. It is difficult to expect them to have a strong motivation to alleviate poverty, or to have an understanding of how to do so.

Yet, it is the FI itself that identifies the projects to be supported and the results to be accomplished. DFIs do not use a screen to determine if a given FI uses a pro-poor lens to guide its investments.

This means that the benefits of strong growth often fail to reach the poorest people.10 This is compounded if projects fail to protect access to land and other natural resources, which is vital in addressing inequality.

Reduced transparency

When DFIs directly fund risky activities, extensive amounts of information are provided to the Board of Directors of the DFI and made public. In contrast, the public has virtually no access to information about activities funded by most FI clients of DFIs.

This includes activities posing serious risks to communities and the environment. For example, when the IFC lends through an FI, the public has no access to information about the FI’s high-risk activities and activities that pose a risk of “substantial impact.”11 See Table 2 for an overview of transparency requirements at the IFC.

FIs are required to disclose information only to local communities for higher-risk projects.12 However, the IFC provides relatively little oversight of this disclosure.13 (See Box 2.)

Cases such as the GKEL coal-mine project in India show that information and consultation are often poor or absent. It can be extremely difficult to investigate and achieve redress after the fact. Early disclosure of information is vital for deals involving acquisition of land and other natural resources.

A contributing factor to this reduced transparency is the sheer number of investments by FIs. This can create challenges for providing information to the public. Additionally, DFIs indicate that they are constrained by national investor regulations providing some restrictions on public disclosure of information related to FI investments.
London-based hedge fund Altima Partners created Altima One World Agriculture Fund (AOWAF) to invest in farmland in South America, emerging markets, and sub-Saharan Africa. The IFC made its biggest ever agri-business equity investment (up to $75m) in AOWAF in 2009.

The IFC invested in AOWAF via a ‘special vehicle’. Using this separate company means the IFC’s investment remains separate from AOWAF, permitting AOWAF still to invest in projects that may be excluded from IFC funding. Altima says the fund aims to create the ‘first Exxon Mobil of the farming sector’.

Altima Partners is one of the leading backers (40 per cent equity) of the Argentine company El Tejar. El Tejar aims to plant 400,000 hectares of soybeans and corn in Mato Grosso, Brazil, and a further 1.1m hectares across South America. This would make it the largest farm company in the world.

Failure to protect indigenous peoples and resolve land rights disputes is a recognized problem in Mato Grosso. IFC itself notes that in Mato Grosso “[soy] expansion is contributing to the destruction of large areas of natural vegetation annually.”

Altima discloses no detailed information about its activities and policies, and admits it does not adhere to the UK Financial Reporting Council’s Stewardship Code (which aims to improve transparency and the exercise of investors’ governance responsibilities). Given this lack of transparency, it is impossible to know exactly what El Tejar is doing with IFC money in Mato Grosso, or whether Altima is fulfilling its responsibilities as an IFC-backed investor to ensure that environmental and social safeguards are implemented and rights protected.

### TABLE 2: COMPARISON OF TRANSPARENCY REQUIREMENTS FOR DIRECT AND INDIRECT LENDING AT THE IFC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Direct investments</th>
<th>Financial intermediary lending</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk identification and management</td>
<td>IFC staff identify and manage risk. IFC categorization system used to characterize project as Category A, B, or C.</td>
<td>IFC shifts responsibility to FI to identify and manage risks. Capacities among FIs to do this vary widely. Each FI uses its own system to characterize risk, creating potential for inconsistent risk characterization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest-risk projects (Category A)</td>
<td>Information to public</td>
<td>Highest-risk sub-projects (Category A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information to public</td>
<td>At least 60 days before IFC decision to lend.</td>
<td>Once a year and only for private equity projects after financing by IFC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What</td>
<td>Name, location, sector impact assessment information, etc.</td>
<td>Name, location, sector. (No impact assessment information is disclosed.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category B</td>
<td>Information never available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Development outcomes not properly specified or tracked**

Scrutiny of what DFI funds accomplish in terms of social and environmental standards largely ends once funds are provided to an FI. DFIs do not ask for an assessment of development outcomes achieved by a given sub-project.

Instead, performance measures relate largely to whether the capacity of the FI has been enhanced, and whether the FI has increased the number of SMEs funded. They fail to comprehensively capture the development impact on the ground, e.g. the impact upon local food production, access to credit, local livelihoods, small-holder farmers, women’s livelihoods and empowerment, biodiversity, and ecosystems.

**Inadequate safeguards**

DFIs’ assessment of risks largely focuses on FIs’ financial health, and the risk of poor financial returns from investment. The responsibility to manage environmental and social risks to poor people is usually shifted to the FIs. Many DFIs require FIs to ensure that some or all of their environmental and social standards are applied to higher-risk activities. However, even DFIs struggle to implement safeguards and standards well.

FIs generally have much less experience than DFIs with safeguards such as community consultation requirements. This means they are less likely to be able to ensure that their clients conduct adequate community consultation.

Some DFIs have ‘exclusion lists’ that specify activities that cannot be funded by a DFI. However, such exclusion lists fail to account for the significant differences between DFI lending directly and via FIs. They do not rule out investments via FIs that significantly affect communities’ access to land and resources.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Focus on development impact

- The selection of FIs should be prioritized towards institutions that have substantial local ownership and are equipped to make investments that are in line with the DFI’s development objectives and approach.
- DFIs should establish a public registry of all FIs for which a record of sufficient development expertise, capacity, and pro-poor lending exists. There should be public disclosure of the specific criteria used to evaluate eligibility and the DFI’s justification for each FI’s eligibility status.
- Investments which involve the wholesale transfer of land away from affected communities should be excluded, unless there is demonstrable application of social and environmental standards, including Free Prior and Informed Consent, proper compensation, and full transparency.
- FI lending must be directed much more to low-income countries, specifically where private sector finance is most lacking. Lending to FIs must be reformed to demonstrably reach those most in need, including more enterprises and businesses at the smaller end of the SME spectrum.

Increase transparency

- Information disclosure should be increased for FI sub-projects, especially those affecting communities’ access to land and other natural resources. Information provided to local communities, such as impact assessments, should also be made available on DFIs’ websites.19

Greater due diligence

- Due diligence and monitoring requirements focused on development impact, and not exclusively financial performance, must be included in contracts between DFIs and FIs, and between FIs and their clients.
- DFIs should apply performance standards to all high- and moderate-risk sub-projects, and to all projects that adversely impact the land and natural resources on which people living in poverty rely for their livelihoods.

Increase accountability

- DFIs should ensure that contracts include conditions permitting them to withhold and, if need be, withdraw funding from FI clients if violations against either the exclusion list or performance standards are found. These conditions should be backed by appropriate monitoring arrangements.
- All DFIs must ensure that suitable redress mechanisms are made available and communicated at the onset of a project to all affected communities when FI clients are used.

Other ways of reaching local SMEs directly should also be considered. Oxfam is piloting two initiatives to help reach agriculture-related SMEs, which find it difficult to access commercial finance. These initiatives focus on making a positive impact and filling the financing gaps that FI lending does not reach. They aim to empower small-holder farmers to build enterprises and help ensure food security for poor and vulnerable communities. See Box 3 for an overview of the initiatives.

BOX 3: FILLING THE FINANCE GAP FOR SME AGRICULTURE

**Enterprise Development Programme (EDP)**

The EDP targets rural enterprises with $10,000–$200,000 turnover and requiring $50–$100,000 investment for equipment or working capital.

Most of these enterprises operate in very remote areas of countries such as Ethiopia, Tanzania, and Nepal, are farmer-owned, and have one to three paid staff.

Investment is channelled through local banks or microfinance organizations. However, it is managed directly rather than via intermediaries. EDP started in 2008 and currently has 15 enterprises in its portfolio.

**Small Enterprise Impact Investment Fund (SEIIF)**

SEIIF is an impact fund offering investors the opportunity to achieve positive social change and modest returns through investing, via Small Enterprise Financing Intermediaries (SEFIs), in SMEs in developing economies.

Oxfam’s role is to advise on the development focus of the fund’s activities and to ensure that it is reported as fully and accurately as possible. Through its due diligence processes and monitoring (as well as technical support through an Impact Support Facility), SEIIF will contribute to a new impact investing industry standard. Importantly, this includes both ensuring that intermediaries and investee sub-projects meet the IFC’s Performance Standards and monitoring fulfilment of development impact throughout the life of the investments.
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